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Bayesian Model Selection Approach to
Boundary Detection with Non-Local Priors

Fei Jiang, Guosheng Yin

Abstract—We propose a Bayesian model selection (BMS) boundary detection procedure using non-local prior distributions for a
sequence of data with multiple systematic mean changes. By using the non-local priors in the Bayesian model selection framework, the
BMS method can effectively suppress the non-boundary spike points with large instantaneous changes. Further, we speed up the
algorithm by reducing the multiple change points to a series of single change point detection problems. We establish the consistency of
the estimated number and locations of the change points under various prior distributions. From both theoretical and numerical
perspectives, we show that the non-local inverse moment prior leads to the fastest convergence rate in identifying the true change
points on the boundaries. Extensive simulation studies are conducted to compare the BMS with existing methods, and our method is
illustrated with application to the magnetic resonance imaging guided radiation therapy data.

Index Terms—Bayes factor; Bayesian model selection; Inverse moment prior; Local prior; Marginal likelihood; Moment prior; Parallel
computing.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

Radiation therapy is a popular cancer treatment method
to deliver a highly conformal beam to the target volume.
The recent efforts to visualize the patient’s anatomy at the
time of radiation treatment led to the development of the
magnetic resonance imaging guided radiation therapy (MR-
gRT). However, when radiation is delivered in the magnetic
field, the dose level can be significantly enhanced near the
boundaries between different tissues or organs in human
bodies. Mimicking the environment in the human body, the
Duke Mid-sized Optical-CT System (DMOS) was utilized to
identify the dose changes near the region of the boundary
artifact. Figure 1 is a single slice of the simplified dosimeter
model, which contains only one cavity in the middle.

Fig. 1: Reconstructed image of a slice in a cylindrical dosime-
ter with a cavity in the middle (left) and a typical line profile
through the center of the cavity (right). The radiation enter
the dosimeter from the hole on the left of the cylindrical
dosimeter. The cylindrical rotates 360 degree so that the
radiation can enter from different direction.
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In practice, the inner structure of the dosimeter can be
complicated. The right panel in Figure 1 contains one signal
of the dose change, where we can observe that the bound-
aries on and inside the dosimeter can be distinguished by
noticeable peaks of the radiation dose levels. In the exper-
iment, multiple radiations enter the cylindrical dosimeter
from different directions, and a sequence of data ordered
by their distances to the sources was collected. Because the
dosimeter is a circle and the cavity is in the middle, the ra-
diation from different directions would hit the boundary at
similar distances away from their sources in the dosimeter.
Hence the entire data sequence, merged from the multiple
sequences, often shows systematic mean changes at the
boundaries (see the background data points as shown in
Figure 2). This pattern motivates the boundary detection by
using the change points detection algorithms.

However, in the MRgRT data, radiations in certain direc-
tions may experience temporary changes at non-boundary
locations, which may result from the abnormal status of
the DMOS system rather than the true dose changes. The
temporary change points, appear in the data sequence as the
spike points, often mixed up with the ones on the boundary
(the peak locations in Figure 1) which makes the boundary
detection extremely challenging. Figures 2 shows the change
points in the MRgRT data identified by the popular NOT
[14] and the SML [3] algorithms, respectively. It can be seen
that neither of the algorithms correctly identify the true
boundaries. The detection procedures are misled by spike
points, which does not fall on the true boundaries. In gen-
eral, NOT is suitable under the setting where the different
segments have comparable length, while the SML works
the best to identify the frequent and irregular change points.
However, in the MRgRT data, the superfluous change points
that do not indicate systematic changes could deviate the
purpose of identifying the true boundaries. This motivate
us to propose an new algorithm in detecting the systematic
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Fig. 2: The change point detection results from the SML with
normal prior and the maximal number of change points to
be 30 and NOT methods for the dose level changes in the
DMOS system.

changes when the segment length can have dramatic differ-
ences.

Extensive research has been conducted on change point
detection problems. Existing approaches often rely on op-
timizing certain objective functions to detect the locations
of the change points, such as by maximizing the likelihood
[1, 2] or the marginal likelihood [3]. The total number of
change points can be estimated by minimizing the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC); for example, see [4, 5, 6, 7]. In
addition, penalty methods have also been developed to de-
tect the locations and estimate the number of change points
[8, 9, 10]. These approaches obtain the optimal solutions
by taking into account the entire sample and, as a result,
the computational burden can be immense for a large data
set. On the other hand, several methods based on the local
data are advocated to alleviate the computational burden,
such as the screening [11], and the likelihood ratio scan
statistics [12]. In addition, [13] proposed the wild binary
segmentation (WBS) and [14] developed the narrowest-
over-threshold (NOT) methods, both of which achieve con-
sistency and enjoy computational efficiency under their spe-
cific model assumptions. [3] introduced a Bayesian stepwise
marginal likelihood (SML) change point detector, which
reduces the the computational load by dynamic program-
ming.

As shown in the preliminary analysis of the MRgRT data,
the local control of the discovery is crucial. To avoid picking
the spike points, we reinforce minimal distances between
the change points. Moreover, we adopt the computational
efficient local scan routine and propose a systematic two-
stage procedure to speed up the change point detection
procedure. More specifically, the local scan method first
identifies the candidate points with minimal distance based
on the local data, and then optimizes an utility function to
obtain the estimates for the locations and the total number

of change points. Because the change points are defined
based on the mean changes in two consecutive segments,
the local data are sufficient to detect the systemic changes
[15, 1, 16, 17, 13, 18, 19, 12].

To define the utility function for the change point detection,
we first investigate the criteria for identifying the change
points in the typical frequentist NOT and Bayesian SML
methods. For simplicity, we focus on the problem with one
change point under the normal assumption with a constant
variance. Assume the data sequence is X1, . . . , Xn, and
the (n1 + 1) observation is a change point, n1/n < 1.
Let θ̂1, θ̂2, and θ̂ be the maximum likelihood estimators
based on the first n1, last n − n1 and entire n samples,
respectively. The NOT method distinguishes the change and
non-change points through the logarithm of the likelihood
ratio statistics, which is proportional to

Ln = −
n1∑
i=1

(Xi − θ̂1)2 −
n∑

j=n1+1

(Xi − θ̂2)2 +
n∑
i=1

(Xi − θ̂)2.

On the other hand, the SML method uses the Bayesian
marginal likelihood ratio and yields the detection statistics
proportional to Ln − Op(logn). Clearly, both the NOT and
SML statistics go to infinity at the rate of Op(n) in detect-
ing the true change points. However, for the non-change
points, the SML statistics converges to −∞ at the rate of
OP {log(n)} and the NOT statistics approaches to a constant
in probability [20].

This asymmetric phenomenon has been discussed in the
frequentist hypothesis testing literature. However, because a
frequentist test does not make a conclusion on accepting the
null hypothesis, the asymmetric convergence feature is less
problematic [21]. On the contrary, the Bayesian hypothesis
testing procedures rely on the probabilities of the null and
alternative hypotheses, and thus it is critical to control the
rate of the convergence under the null. To this end, a class
of priors, namely local alternative priors, have been studied;
for example, see [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [28], [29].
However, the local priors, as shown in the SML method,
suffer from the shortcoming that the evidence in favor of
true null models is accumulating at a much slower rate
compared with that in favor of true alternative models. To
balance the convergence of the Bayes factor, [21] introduced
the non-local priors, which largely improve the speed of the
accumulation of the evidence in favor of true null models.

Hence, viewing the advantages of the Bayesian method
under the null model, we utilize a Bayesian marginal likeli-
hood function as the utility, and propose a new Bayesian
model selection (BMS) procedure for identifying change
points. In particular, we show that the selection consistency
is achieved by choosing both the local and non-local priors,
whereas the convergence rate is faster under the non-local
priors, which justifies the previous conclusion from the
preliminary analysis.

Our BMS procedure is cast in the model selection frame-
work, which is faster than the dynamic programming in-
troduced under the SML framework. For example, for a
single sequence in the MRgRT data, BMS takes roughly 1.3
seconds and SML takes 3.1 seconds when the maximum
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number of change points is capped at 100. The major factor
that contributes to the efficiency of BMS algorithm is the
fact that BMS reduces the search space dramatically by
selecting a small set of candidate change-points. Further,
once the candidate points are selected, BMS only needs to
evaluate two consecutive segments at a time. In contrast,
the dynamic programming not only assesses two consec-
utive segments, but also computes the utility function for
the larger segment formed by the merging of these two
smaller segments. When multiple potential change-points
are present, the different ways of merging adjacent segments
can grow significantly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we describe the model and theoretical properties of the
BMS method in line with the computational algorithms. In
Section 3, we evaluate the BMS method and discuss the
selection of tuning parameters. In Section 4, the BMS is
applied to analyze the MRgRT data for illustration. Section
5 concludes with some remarks.

2 BAYESIAN MULTIPLE CHANGE POINTS DETEC-
TION

2.1 Probability model

Suppose there are p0 true change points t1 <, . . . , < tp0
among n observations Yn = {Y1, . . . , Yn}. As a convention,
let t0 = 1 and t(p0+1) = n + 1. Denote λj = tj+1 − tj
and λ = minj=0,...,p0 λj . We consider a set of Kn candidate
points τ1, . . . , τKn , with τ0 = 1 and τKn+1 = n + 1, while
postponing the discussion on the candidate set selection to
Section 2.4. Define nj = τj+1 − τj , nI = minj=0,...,Kn−1 nj ,
nI ≤ λ. Let H(nI) = {τj : j = 1, . . . ,Kn, |τj+1 − τj | > nI}
denote the set of all candidate points and T0(p0) = {tj :
j = 1, . . . , p0} be the set of true change points. The spec-
ification of the candidate points allows the BMS method
to be implemented in a lower dimensional space with the
most influential points. It also guarantees that there are
a sufficient number of non-change points surrounding the
true ones so that the consistency conditions are met. The
probability model takes the form of

Yl = ντj + εl, l ∈ [τj , τj+1),

where the random errors εl are independent with mean zero
and variance σ2

j . Further, we define σ = maxj=0,...,p0 σj .

For ease of exposition, we first consider the situation where
the locations of the candidate change points are given and
T0(p0) ⊂ H(nI). Define Ȳτj = n−1j−1

∑τj−1
l=τj−1

Yl, which is
the sample average for the (j − 1)th segment [τj−1, τj), j >
1. Suppose the candidate point τk is not a change point,
then the points in [τk, τk+1) have the same mean as those
in [τk−1, τk). If τk is a change point, we expect a mean shift
between the segments [τk, τk+1) and [τk−1, τk). Hence, we
can formulate the model and prior distribution for l ≥ τ1 as
follows:

Yl − Ȳτk = µk + ξl, l ∈ [τk, τk+1),

µk ∼ π(µk), if τk is a change point,
µk = 0, with probability 1, if τk is an nI -flat point,

where π(·) is a prior density and ξl is a mean-zero error.
Note that the observations in the first segment are un-
changed. Here the nI -flat point is defined as a non-change
point which is at least nI apart from any change points.
We require the nI distance between the true change points
and the flat ones so that there are sufficient neighborhood
samples to achieve the estimation consistency.

Let µk0 be the true value of µk, and we assume |µk0| >
δ, where δ > 0 is the lower bound of the µk0, for the k’s
with τk ∈ T0(p0). The prior distribution on µk is crucial for
determining the convergence rate of the BML procedure.
We explore three types of priors: the local prior [30], the
non-local moment prior and the inverse moment prior in
[21].

Local: πL(µ) = N(0, ω2)

Moment: πM (µ) = µ2v/CM1/
√

2π exp(−µ2/2)

Inverse moment: πI(µ) = sνq/2/Γ(q/2s)µ−(q+1)

× exp
{
−(µ2/ν)−s

}
,

where CM is the normalizing constant.

Let Mk represent the model that τk is the sole change point.
We define the marginal likelihood with the Gaussian kernel
as

Pr(Yn|Mk) =
Kn∏

j=1,j 6=k

τj+1−1∏
l=τj

exp{−(Yl − Ȳτj )2}

×
∫ τk+1−1∏

l=τk

exp{−(Yl − Ȳτk − µ)2}π(µ)dµ.

The posterior model probability of Mk given Yn is

Pr(Mk|Yn) =
Pr(Yn|Mk) Pr(Mk)∑Kn

j=1 Pr(Yn|Mj) Pr(Mj)

=
Pr(Yn|Mk)∑Kn

j=1 Pr(Yn|Mj)
, (1)

when Mj assumes a non-informative uniform prior, j =
1, . . . ,Kn. Note that it is not necessary for Yn to be nor-
mally distributed to ensure the selection consistency in
detecting mean changes. The Gaussian kernel serves as a
utility function, which tends to be large when the distances
between the true and the hypothetical segment means are
small. Hence, as n → ∞, Pr(Mk|Yn) approaches 1 when
τk is indeed a change point and the τj ’s (j 6= k) are nI -flat
points.

2.2 Change point detection

We start with the simplest case that there is only one mean
shift in the data, i.e., p0 = 1 is fixed a priori. We select the
candidate point τk associated with the largest Pr(Mk|Yn)
among all the candidates, which corresponds to the largest
marginal likelihood Pr(Yn|Mk). It can be shown that

Pr(Mk|Yn) =

1 +
Kn∑
j 6=k

Pr(Yn|Mj)

Pr(Yn|Mk)


−1

,
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where

Pr(Yn|Mj)

Pr(Yn|Mk)

=

∫ ∏τj+1−1
l=τj

exp{−(Yl − Ȳτj − µ)2}π(µ)dµ∏τj+1−1
l=τj

exp{−(Yl − Ȳτj )2}

×
[∫ ∏τk+1−1

l=τk
exp{−(Yl − Ȳτk − µ)2}π(µ)dµ∏τk+1−1

l=τk
exp{−(Yl − Ȳτk)2}

]−1
,

is the ratio of the Bayes factors for an nI -flat point and
a change point. The ratio indicates that the selection con-
sistency is fully determined by the evidence in favor of
µk ∼ π(µk) and that of µj = 0 for j 6= k. The product
on the right hand side converges to 0 when nI grows to∞
with the sample size. The candidate points retain enough
samples in the neighborhood to guarantee the convergency.

For the case with multiple change points (p0 > 1), we select
the points associated with the p0 largest Pr(Mk|Yn), and
the selection consistency is presented as follows.
Theorem 1. Let M = {Mk, τk ∈ T0(p0)}. If the Bayes factor
satisfies∫ ∏τj+1−1

l=τj
exp{−(Yl − Ȳτj − µ)2}π(µ)dµ∏τj+1−1

l=τj
exp{−(Yl − Ȳτj )2}

= Op(anj ) (2)

for τj 6∈ T0(p0), anj
= op(1), and n1/2I δ/σ →∞, then∑

Mk∈M
Pr(Mk|Yn) = 1 +Op{KnanI

exp(−nIδ2)}. (3)

Hence when nI/log(n)→ c, 0 < c ≤ ∞, nI ≤ λ, we have∑
Mk∈M

Pr(Mk|Yn)
P→ 1.

The proof of Theorem 1 is delineated in the Appendix.
Clearly, the selection consistency depends on the conver-
gence rate of anI

, which is determined by the choice of
the prior π(·). Lemmas 2–4 in the Appendix show that
anj

= n
−1/2
j when π(·) = πL(µ); anj

= n
−v−1/2
j if

π(·) = πM (µ) and anj
= exp{−ns/(s+1)

j } if π(·) = πI(µ).
Hence, the selection consistency is achieved at the fastest
rate using the non-local inverse moment prior. Lemmas 2–
4 follow by using the similar arguments as those in [21],
and we additionally show the above convergence can be
achieved without using the exact likelihood.

The convergence in (3) contains the effects from two aspects:
The order anI

represents the speed of vanishing for the
Bayes factors at the nI -flat points and the order exp(−nIδ2)
is the inverse of the growth rate for the Bayes factor at
the true change points. It worth mentioning that the NOT
method does not benefit from the information provided by
the nI -flat points locally, while the SML method only takes
n
−1/2
I order of improvement on the convergence. Hence,

although BMS, NOT, and SML are asymptotically equiva-
lent, the finite sample performance can be quite different, as
shown in our simulation studies.

2.3 Number of change points

When p0 is unknown, let T (p) be the set containing p points
from the procedure described in Section 2.2. We define the
marginal likelihood given T (p) as

Pr{Yn|T (p)}

=
∏

τj 6∈T (p)

τj+1−1∏
l=τj

exp{−(Yl − Ȳτj )2}

×
∏

τk∈T (p)

∫ τk+1−1∏
l=τk

exp{−(Yl − Ȳτk − µ)2}

×π(µ)dµ. (4)

We can estimate the locations and the number of change
points in two steps: (i) for any given p, we obtain T̂ (p)
using the procedure described in the previous section, and
(ii) we estimate p0 by p̂ via maximizing Pr{Yn|T̂ (p)} with
respect to p. In contrast to the procedure in [3] which simul-
taneously estimates the locations and the number of change
points by maximizing the marginal likelihood with respect
to T (p) and p, our BMS splits the estimation procedure
into a scanning step as described in Section 2.2 and an
optimization step. This scanning–optimization mechanism
reduces the computational burden substantially, because the
optimization in step (ii) is merely implemented in a single
dimension.

2.4 Candidate points selection

Previous discussions rely upon a critical assumption that the
candidate points are specified in advance, which, however,
is often infeasible in practice. To facilitate the implementa-
tion of the BMS, we need to find a candidate setHc(nI) that
is close toH(nI). For the selection consistency of the change
points, we require for each tj there is a τk ∈ Hc(nI), such
that Pr(|tj − τk| ≤ nI) = 1 − Op[min{exp(−nIδ2), anI

}].
Define

Ri =

∫ ∏i+nI−1
l=i exp{−(Yl − Ȳi − µ)2}π(µ)dµ∏i+nI−1

l=i exp{−(Yl − Ȳi)2}
,

where Ȳi = (nI−1)−1
∑i−1
j=i−nI

Yj . By the argument similar
to that in Lemma 1, Ri goes to infinity when i is a true
change point, and Ri → 0 in probability, when i is an nI -flat
point. Hence, the value of Ri can distinguish a change point
from a set of nI -flat points. To further eliminate the non-
change points that are also not nI -flat, we implement the
non-maximum suppression that removes away the points
which do not give the largest Ri’s in their nI -neighborhood.
More specifically, the screening procedure of selecting can-
didate points is described as follows.

Algorithm 1 : Screening
(1) For each i in [nI , n− nI ], compute Ri.
(2) If Ri = max{Rj : j ∈ (i− nI , i+ nI ]}, i is selected as a

candidate point.
(3) After scanning through the data sequence, a set of Kn

candidate points, denoted as Hc(nI), is obtained.
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This screening algorithm is comparable to that in [11],
because by the Laplace approximation, we can write

Ri =
Dn

∏i+nI−1
l=i exp{−(Yl − Ȳi − µ∗)2}π(µ∗)∏i+nI−1

l=i exp{−(Yl − Ȳi)2}
×{1 + op(1)}

= Dn exp

2

i+nI−1∑
l=i

Yl −
i−1∑

j=i−nI

Yj


× µ∗ − nIµ∗2

}
π(µ∗){1 + op(1)},

where Dn is a constant of order Op(n
−1/2
I ) and µ∗ is the

maximizer of−
∑i+nI−1
l=i (Yl−Ȳi−µ)2+logπ(µ). Clearly, the

magnitude of the leading term in Ri is strongly associated
with n−1I

(∑i+nI−1
l=i Yl −

∑i−1
j=i−nI

Yj
)

, which is the local
diagnosis function with h = nI in [11].

Next, we show the screening procedure identifies a set
Hc(nI) that would lead to the change point consistency.
Proposition 1. Assume n1/2I δ/σ → ∞. For each tj ∈ T0(p0),
there is a τ ∈ Hc(nI) such that Pr{tj ∈ (τ − nI , τ + nI)} =
1−O[min{exp(−nIδ2), anI

}].

In theory, i = tj maximizes Ri in the nI -neighborhood
of tj asymptotically. By selecting the local maximal Ri
in the screening procedure, Hc(nI) would cover the nI -
neighborhood of T0(p0) as n → ∞. Also the condition
n
1/2
I δ/σ → ∞ indicates that the effect size cannot be too

small in order to find the candidate points around the
true change points. After selecting the candidate points, we
perform the refinement step to identify the locations and the
total number of change points.

Algorithm 2 : Refinement
Scanning
(1) Compute Pr(Yn|Mk) by scanning over all the candi-

date points in Hc(nI).
(2) For each p, we obtain a set of change points T̂ (p) corre-

sponding to the p largest Pr(Yn|Mk), k = 1, . . . ,Kn.
Optimization
(3) Select p̂ that maximizes Pr{Yn|T̂ (p)}.

Theorem 2. Assume that nI/log(n) → c, 0 < c ≤ ∞,
n
1/2
I δ/σ → ∞, lim supn→∞ nI/λ < 1/2, and equation (2)

holds. Let Hc(nI) be the set containing candidate points such
that |τk+1 − τk| > nI , and for each tj there is a τk ∈ Hc(nI),
Pr(|tj − τk| ≤ nI) = 1−Op[min{exp(−nIδ2), anI

}], Then,

Pr(p̂ = p0) = 1−Op[max{exp(−nIδ2), anI
}],

and furthermore,

Pr

{
sup

t̂j∈T̂ (p̂)

inf
tj∈T0(p0)

|(t̂j − tj)/n| ≤ nI/n
}

= 1−O{exp(−nIδ2)}.

and

Pr

{
sup

tj∈T0(p0)
inf

t̂j∈T̂ (p̂)
|(t̂j − tj)/n| < nI/n

}
= 1−O(anI

).

Theorem 2 shows that BMS controls both the over- and
under-segmentation errors. The intrinsic rationale is that
for any T (p) different from T0(p0), there is at least a
chosen point τ ∈ T (p) whose nI -neighborhood does
not contain true change points. Then the likelihood ratio
Pr{Yn|T (p)}/Pr{Yn|T0(p0)} goes to 0 with probability 1,
because the ratio contains at least one∫ ∏τj+1−1

l=τj
exp{−(Yl − Ȳτj − µ)2}π(µ)dµ∏τj+1−1

l=τj
exp{−(Yl − Ȳτj )2}

,

or ∏τk+1−1
l=τk

exp{−(Yl − Ȳτk)2}∫ ∏τk+1−1
l=τk

exp{−(Yl − Ȳτk − µ)2}π(µ)dµ

for τk ∈ T0(p0) and τj 6∈ T0(p0), which converges to 0 in
probability by Lemma 1 and (2).

For a given p, each multiplicand in Pr{Yn|T̂ (p)} can be
obtained and stored through the scanning step. The opti-
mization step essentially picks the maximal Pr{Yn|T̂ (p)}
among a set of known quantities, which avoids intensive op-
timization procedures. Because the computational time for
Pr(Yn|Mk) grows at the speed of O(n) for k = 1, . . . ,Kn,
the computational time for the refinement stage grows with
the sample size at the speed of O(nKn).

2.5 An online change point prediction extension

As shown in the proof of Proposition 1 in the Appendix, Ri
and Rj can be separated by a constant C for a given nI ,
where i is a change point and j is an nI -flat point. We can
estimate the value of C from existing samples. When the
new samples arrive, we use this cutoff value to identify new
change points in an online detection procedure.

Algorithm 3 : Online change point detection

(1) For τ in T̂ (p̂), compute Rτ and let C = minτ∈T̂ (p̂)Rτ .
(2) For each observation j in the new sample of size n∗,

compute Rj .
(3) If the set N = {Rj ≥ C, j = 1, . . . , n∗} is empty,

we claim the new sample does not contain any change
point.

(4) If the set N is not empty, we first select the point
associated with the largest Rj . Suppose the kth obser-
vation is selected, then delete all the points j satisfying
|j − k| < nI .

(5) Pick the point associated with the largest Rj in the
remaining samples.

(6) Continue this process until no point satisfies Rj ≥ C .

This procedure essentially selects all the points with Rj ≥
C while the minimum distance between two consecutive
points is greater than nI .
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3 SIMULATION

3.1 The sequence without spikes

To evaluate the performance of the proposed BMS method
in the setting without spike points, we generate data from
two different models. Model I takes the form of

Yi = hTJ(xi) + σεi

where the error term εi ∼ N(0, 1), σ = 0.5, and h =
(2.01,−2.51, 1.51,−2.01,
2.51,−2.11, 1.05, 2.16,−1.56, 2.56,−2.11)T with p0 = 11.
We set J(xi) = {(1 + sgn(nxi− tj))/2, j = 1, . . . , p0}T, and
the xi’s are equally spaced points on [0, 1]. The true change
points are

(tj/n, j = 1, . . . , p0)

= (0.1, 0.13, 0.15, 0.23, 0.25, 0.40, 0.44, 0.65, 0.76, 0.78, 0.81).

The random errors are generated from three distributions:
the standard normal distribution N(0, 1); Student’s t dis-
tribution with 5 degrees of freedom t(5), which is standard-
ized to have a unit variance; and the log-normal distribution
LN(0, 1), which is the exponential of the standard normal
distribution and also standardized to have a unit variance.
Model II considers a heteroscedastic error term across the
segments. The data generating model is

Yi = hTJ(ti) + σεi

1TJ(ti)∏
j=1

vj

where (vj , j = 1, . . . , 11) =
(1, 0.5, 3, 2/3, 0.5, 3, 2/3, 0.5, 3, 2/3, 0.5). Other model
specifications remain the same as those in model I. We
define the over- and under-segmentation errors as d(Ĝn|Gn)
and d(Gn|Ĝn) respectively,

d(Ĝn|Gn) = sup
b∈Gn

inf
a∈Ĝn

|a− b|, d(Gn|Ĝn) = sup
b∈Ĝn

inf
a∈Gn

|a− b|.

For the BMS procedure, we consider three different priors
for π(·), corresponding to the local prior, non-local moment
prior and non-local inverse moment priors. We take nI =
{log(n)}1.5h, where h ≥ 0.5 generally works well in the
simulations. Figure 3 presents the relationship between the
maximum of the over- and under-segmentation errors, |p̂−
p0| and the value of hwith sample size 1000, which indicates
h = 0.65 leading to the smallest segmentation errors.

Furthermore, we assess the performance of BMS using dif-
ferent priors under model I with a normal error, when p0 is
not prespecified. In Figure 4, we present the selection error
which is defined as the maximum of the number of selected
change points that are not in T0(p0) and the number of true
change points that are not in T̂ (p̂). The tuning parameters
are calibrated to yield the smallest segmentation error and
|p̂− p0| on average for each prior. Clearly, both the selection
error and |p̂− p0| decrease with the increasing sample size,
and the prior πI(·) leads to the best convergence among the
three priors.

For a comprehensive comparison with existing methods, we
consider BMS under the non-local inverse moment prior
πI(·) with q = v = 2 and s = 6, PELT [31], WBS [13], NOT
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Fig. 3: The effect of the tuning parameter h in the minimum
distance between the candidate points nI = log(n)1.5h: the
maximum segmentation error (upper panel) and |p̂ − p0|
(bottom panel) versus h over 100 simulations with sample
size n = 1000.

with normal or heavy-tail distributions [14] and SML [3].
We use the default values of the tuning parameters in the
packages for the comparative methods. Table 1 (at the end
of the text) summarizes the numerical results under model
I and model II with normal, Student’s t, and log-normal
error distributions and their heteroscedastic counterparts,
respectively. On average, BMS performs the best in selecting
the number of change points and balancing both over- and
under-segmentation errors. The WBS method performs the
best when the error distribution is normal, while its perfor-
mance is unsatisfactory when the error distribution deviates
from the normal. It is expected that the performances of
WBS, PELT, and SML deteriorate when the errors do not
follow a normal distribution, because all the three proce-
dures heavily rely on the parametric model assumptions,
and hence they are not robust to model mis-specifications.
In contrast, both BMS and NOT behave well under various
error distributions. Also, NOT and SML perform the best in
controlling the over-segmentation errors, while the resulting
estimator p̂ tends to be larger than the true p0. On the other
hand, the BMS allows for slightly larger over-segmentation
errors in order to maintain p̂ to be more concentrated around
p0.
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Fig. 4: The selection error (upper panel) and |p̂− p0| (lower
panel) averaged over 500 simulations under three different
prior distributions: the local prior πL, non-local moment
prior πM , and non-local inverse moment prior πI .

3.2 The sequence with spike points.

In addition, we illustrate the features of the BMS, NOT
and SML methods on the sequences contaminated with
spike points. Assume the noises are normal, we generate
500 sequences each contains n = 1000 points with mean
changes at 0.01 and−0.01 on the 400 and 440’s observations,
respectively. We set the noise standard deviation to be 0.002.
Further, we generate 10 random samples uniformly in the
range of (−0.07,−0.08) and (0.07, 0.08), and add them to
the original sequence at random locations to form up the
spike points. Note that we choose these parameters to mimic
the real data setting. We implement BMS, NOT, and SML on
the simulated samples. In BMS, we select nI = 12, which is
the largest integer that smaller than 0.65{log(n)}1.5.

From Table 2, we can seen that the BMS is insensitive to the
spike points with the smallest |p̂ − p0| on average. Further,
we present three simulation results in Figure 5. It clear that
NOT ignores both the change points with small signal noise
ratio and the spike signals with small segment length. That
is because NOT is constructed to work in the settings where
the segments have comparative lengths. On the other hand,
SML is sensitive to the extreme value. That is because SML
is developed to treat frequent and irregular change points.
To this end, BMS is the most suitable procedure for the
MRgRT data, because on the one hand it reinforces the
minimal segment length to avoid the identification of the

spike signal; on the other hand it retains small minimal
segment length to detect change points with short distance.

TABLE 2: Comparison results averaged over 500 simulations
among the BMS, NOT and SML methods on the data se-
quences with spike points.

Method p̂− p0
≤ −1 0 1 2 ≥ 3

BMS 31 276 113 67 13
NOT 387 32 20 11 50
SML 0 0 0 0 500
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Fig. 5: Change points detection for 3 simulated sequence
with spike points. BMS: the red line solid; NOT: the blue
dash line; SML: the brown two dash linear.

3.3 The evaluation of the online algorithms

To further evaluate the prediction using the online change
point detection algorithm, we consider model I with a
normal error. We first simulate 40 samples with one change
point at the 21st observation, where the effect size between
two consecutive segments range from 0 to 6. We show the
correct selection proportion of the change points versus the
effect size in Figure 6. As the smallest effect size in the
training sample is 2.1, the correct selection proportion is
small when the effect size is less than 2, and it exceeds
60% when the effect size increases to 2.2. This demonstrates
that the online change point detection can only identify the
change points associated with effect sizes larger than the
minimum in the training sample.

For online multiple change points detection, we simulate
data from model II with a normal error and sample sizes
from 200 to 300, where the change points are (tj/n, j =
1, . . . , 4) = (0.20, 0.40, 0.6, 0.85), h = (3, 1.5,−2,−1.5),
and (vj , j = 1, . . . , 4) = (1, 1, 0.5, 0.5). This choice of
h guarantees that the effect sizes from two consecutive
segments are larger than the minimal effect size in the
original sample, and in turn ensures that the online change
point detection is feasible to detect the change points in
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the new sample. The lower panel of Figure 6 shows the
relation between the segmentation error and the new sample
size, which indicats that the segmentation errors are well
controlled in the new samples.
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Fig. 6: Predictive results for online change point detection
averaged over 500 simulations. The upper panel exhibits
the relationship between the proportion of correct selection
with the mean difference (effect size), and the lower panel
shows the under- and over-segmentation errors for different
additional sample sizes.

4 MRGRT DATA

We illustrate the BMS method with the application to the
MRgRT data which contains 2265 data points ordered by
the distances from the sources of the radiations dose. The
R code for implementing the method can be downloaded
from our GitHub repository [32]. Throughout the imple-
mentation, we use the non-local inverse moment prior
πI(µ) = sνq/2/Γ{q/(2s)}µ−(q+1) exp

{
−(µ2/ν)−s

}
with

q = 2, ν = 2. We set nI = 13, which is the largest integer
that smaller than 0.65{log(n)}1.5.

We first vary s from 2 to 10. Figure 8 shows that when
s is small, we identify more change points than the true
ones, and as s grows, the number of identified change
points decreases. This phenomenon is consistent with the
result in Lemma 4 that the convergence rate for the non-
local prior is Op{exp(−ns/(1+s)I )}. When s is small, the
Bayes factor vanishes slowly and hence the algorithm picks
redundant change points. When s is sufficiently large, the
convergence rate approaches to Op{exp(−nI)}, and hence
the algorithm eliminates the flat points more effectively. In

the following analysis, we select s = 10, with which the
algorithm provides the best result in Figure 8. Furthermore,
we vary h from 0.35 to 0.65. Figure 7 shows that when h is
0.35, the BMS algorithm yields irregular results with higher
effects from the spike points. When h is greater than 0.5, the
algorithm gives smoother results, which are protected from
the instantaneous changes.
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0.35, 0.5, 0.65
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Interestingly, after we remove the spike points and kept the
data within the range of (−0.01, 0.01), we implement the
NOT, SML, and BMS on the truncated sequence. Figures
9 shows that the results from the three methods are over-
lapped. The NOT and BMS methods have similar results,
and both outperform SML. This implies that removing the
spike points improves the boundary detection accuracy for
all the three methods. However, the spike remover is infea-
sible in practice, because the locations and the magnitudes
of the spike are difficult to track in human bodies.
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Fig. 9: Change points detection after restricting the data in
the range of (-0.01, 0.01). BMS: the red line solid; NOT: the
blue dash line; SML: the brown two dash linear.

5 CONCLUSION

We propose the BMS method that consistently identifies
multiple mean changes in a data sequence. The BMS method
removes the flat points effectively without sacrificing the de-
tection accuracy. Further, our method is particularly useful
when the data sequence contains spike points, which are
not of interest. We apply the BMS to analyze the MRgRT
data, for which the NOT, SMT and other methods fail to
but the BMS algorithm correctly detects the mean changes
boundaries. We explore the BMS performance with different
tuning parameters, and the resulting patterns are consistent
with the theoretical properties. Moreover, we demonstrate
that the BMS is robust to the error distributions by evaluat-
ing the detection procedures on the sequence with different
random errors.

Due to the patterns in the motivating data, our discussion
mainly focuses on detecting the mean changes. For exten-
sion to analyze changes in the variance and correlation
structures, one needs to redefine the marginal likelihood
according to specific model assumptions. Furthermore, the
selection of the prior requires further investigation to guar-
antee the consistency of the procedure.
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TABLE 1: Comparison results averaged over 200 simulations among the BMS, PELT, WBS, NOT and SML methods under
model I and model II under different error distributions: the standard normal distribution N(0, 1), Student’s t(5), and log-
normal LN(0, 1) with constant variances; and the corresponding distributions with heteroscedastic variances. Standard
deviations are in parentheses.

Error Method p̂− p0 d(Gn|Ĝn) d(Ĝn|Gn)
Distribution ≤ −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 ≥ 3
N(0, 1) BMS 0 0 1 197 2 0 0 2.41 (6.06) 1.96 (3.94)

PELT 0 1 37 162 0 0 0 0.91 (1.19) 6.32 (11.92)
WBS 0 0 0 194 6 0 0 1.22 (4.13) 0.86 (0.79)
NOT 0 0 0 192 7 1 0 1.93 (8.04) 0.75 (0.80)
SML 0 0 0 132 52 13 3 12.94 (42.98) 0.78 (0.90)

t(3) BMS 0 0 8 190 2 0 0 2.15 (5.76) 2.83 (7.01)
PELT 0 4 31 165 0 0 0 0.95 (1.03) 6.24 (12.24)
NOT 0 0 3 184 3 6 4 7.57 (27.70) 1.51 (2.57)
SML 0 0 0 42 34 44 80 40.13 (53.68) 0.88 (0.87)

LN(0, 1) BMS 0 0 12 180 6 1 2 3.69 (12.12) 3.11 (6.89)
PELT 1 2 21 135 15 23 3 12.10 (29.63) 7.22 (13.32)
NOT 0 1 4 183 7 1 4 6.06 (26.32) 1.18 (4.45)
SML 0 0 0 0 0 4 196 111.77 (52.05) 0.73 (1.33)

Heterosced BMS 0 0 13 176 8 3 0 3.69 (7.08) 3.88 (7.36)
N(0, 1) PELT 0 0 31 169 0 0 0 1.49 (1.53) 6.15 (11.44)

NOT 0 0 0 150 23 21 6 7.52 (12.60) 1.66 (1.68)
SML 0 0 0 119 55 20 6 6.75 (23.98) 1.37 (1.52)

Heterosced BMS 0 0 14 181 4 1 0 2.79 (4.87) 4.21 (8.17)
t(5) PELT 0 4 35 159 2 0 0 1.50 (1.83) 7.76 (13.48)

NOT 0 1 5 179 10 2 3 8.15 (25.01) 2.36 (4.70)
SML 0 0 0 43 22 41 94 26.74 (35.42) 1.27 (1.59)

Heterosced BMS 0 0 20 173 7 0 0 3.73 (11.72) 4.20 (7.85)
LN(0, 1) PELT 0 2 21 142 22 12 1 6.07 (16.09) 8.10 (13.93)

NOT 0 0 4 183 7 4 2 6.32 (24.67) 1.42 (3.70)
SML 0 0 0 2 1 0 197 68.05 (47.15) 0.87 (1.67)




